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"Jace" completely ruined the series for me. These are fantasy books, right? Because in real life this

stuff just can't happen. So I expect a lot of foolishness. But the romance in this story sucked rancid

balls. No, really! The issue of Jace meeting Trace, downgrading her entire being and making her

change to suit himself, separating her completely from her family/friends/support groups, moves her

in with him in a different State, taking her virginity and saying he would love her always and marry

her, all within apparently the time he was on leave from the Armed Forces .... then he breaks up

with her, sleeps with thirty other women and makes sure she knows about it, and leaves her with no

money, home or support systems - and she's like 18. Yet four or five years later, Trace is right back

together with Jace without any explanation or apology, certainly not understanding his motivations,

underlying plans to use and discard her once more, and all because she still loves him and has



remained faithful to him.Really? No. Two thumbs down.

Some of the plot lines could've been better thought out. A man would not kidnap, strip naked, and

tie to a bed a woman he claims to love. Especially knowing she had already been through a

terrifying abduction. Did not do a good job proofreading, too many grammar and spelling mistakes.

One mistake made several times was spelling from- form.

I love all the Lane Brothers! Every single one of the brothers had me hot and bothered and I could

not get enough of the overbearing, over protective and domineering personalities. Hot and steamy

hoping for more! Kristina Weaver is an outstanding and wonderful writer. In her books there is

suspense and something exciting around every turn. She is so descriptive and each book has a

mind blowing and jaw dropping plot.

This is by far my favorite series by far. Love the whole story line and the love of the family. They

way it is written is amazing. You will laugh and cry. I cannot say who is my favorite Lane brother

because they all were. The love for their family and women is so amazing, will make you wish their

were real men like them.

I'm giving this three stars only because of the time and effort the author put in to these five books.

The story was entertaining and good. The editing was bad with many distracting errors. There was a

huge amount of white space and talking heads. The characters were not developed well and had

nothing much to differentiate them from each other. The characters were never real or believable.

I fell in love with the Lane brothers...their family...their women....I just loved how alpha the males

were, yet so loving of their women. I loved the mystery and suspense throughout the bundle of this

series. I found myself hoping so much that there would be more of the Lanes in the future. Thanks

to the author for many hours of reading pleasure. Highly recommended.

Loved the mystery that unfolded in many unexpected turns! Five sexy alphas that find their

princesses and overcome obstacles in their ways. Their family is fun and loved how their mama took

care of everyone!

I liked the books. they were definitely not stand alone and so I am glad I got the set. The writing and



editing got better as the books progressed.Book one was just creepy. But the mystery/suspense

snagged me and so I had to continue reading until I found out who done it.. The story was

convoluted enough to keep me guessing. This was definitely fantasy but not a bad one.The

characters were interesting and fit the story. Strong males and females who loved family as much

as each other. Mom was a hoot. Some of the dialog sounds pretty stupid when read aloud. I think it

sounded better when I used a southern accent.There was nothing wrong with this group of stories

except the creepy first book and the revelation of who the bad guy was. That is why the 3 stars. I

hate it when none of the clues lead to the bad guy.
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